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ABSTRACT
The low temperature diffusion of Boron in bulk SiC crystals is investigated and simplified model of such diffusion is
presented. The method of UV stimulated etching by aqueous solution of KOH is proposed and some experimental data
on influence of defects on quality of prepared p-n junctions are presented.
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1. Introduction
Due to its unique material properties, silicon carbide (SiC)
is very prospective material for fabrication of high power,
high temperature electronic devices that can operate in
harsh environment. One of the constraining factors in the
fabrication of silicon carbide devices is the necessity of
using high temperature of about 1800˚C - 2200˚C to introduce impurity by thermal diffusion. Due to the relatively low melting temperature of silicon (1412˚C), conventional high temperature diffusion of shallow impurities in SiC epilayers grown on Si is impossible. In the
case of doping by ion implantation, a post-implantation
dopant activation annealing at ~1600˚C is needed. Hightemperature thermal processing can cause surface deterioration resulting in poor device characteristics. Therefore, a reduction in processing temperature for impurity
introduction in SiC is important.
To reduction of temperature of diffusion of impurity in
SiC up to 1250˚C - 1300˚C we are proposed and investigated new method of low-temperature diffusion of boron
[1-4]. In this method, on surface of SiC crystal creates a
layer of borosilicate glass, then sample annealed in air.
As we have expected, in these conditions, there is the
flow of carbon vacancies, which allows to reduce the
temperature of diffusion. Experiments have shown that
the temperature of diffusion decreased to 1150˚C 1250˚C. Boron concentration reached a high value to the
1020–21 cm–3.
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Although this technique has been demonstrated to be
applicable to the fabrication of SiC devices [4], further
work needs to be done to optimize the technique in order
to improve the surface morphology and reduce crystalline defects and to improve p-n junction characteristics.
To achieve these goals, further research of mechanism
of low-temperature diffusion of boron is necessary. As
mentioned above, we have assumed that on the surface of
SiC crystal a flow of carbon vacancies creates. In this
case, the diffusion area is saturated by carbon vacancies
and the reducing of diffusion temperature related with
interaction of impurity with VC. However, it seen from
experiments, a significant part of Boron atoms after diffusion was in the electrically active state in the silicon
sublattice of SiC. It means that during the diffusion concentration of VSi vacancies should be large. Concentration of Boron was also very high! Thus the need to find
out—how occurs the large concentration of silicon vacancies during low-temperature diffusion.
In the defect enhanced diffusion the method of processing the crystal surface is very important. It is always
important, but in our case, diffusion is stimulated by defects (VC, VSi, VSiC) that interact with structural defects.
So, the quality of the crystal surface in our method has
played a key role. That is why it is necessary to conduct
our research together with the study of etching of the
crystal.
In a previous article [4] the results of research carried
out on SiC/Si and SiC/SiC structures were presented. In
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this paper, we report on the simplified model of lowtemperature diffusion of impurity in bulk SiC crystals,
some experimental data on etching and influence of surface morphology on IV characteristics are presented.

2. Experimental Results and Discussion
2.1. Physical Approaches for the Implementation
of Low-Temperature Diffusion
It is well known that mobile point defects play an important role in diffusion processes in semiconductors. And to
reduce the temperature of diffusion the increased concentration of mobile point defects can be used. One of
the possible ways of introducing point defects in crystal
is the irradiation of samples during diffusion process.
In [5] described the results of studies of radiationstimulated diffusion of boron in silicon and silicon carbide irradiated with protons. It is shown that in silicon
the temperature of diffusion falls, however, in silicon
carbide does not. As shown in [5] a significant decrease
in temperature diffusion of cesium (up to temperatures of
1150˚C - 1300˚C) occurs when the amorphization of SiC
samples. Of course, this path can not be regarded as optimal for the manufacturing technology of semiconductor
devices.
On our opinion, the surface oxidation of silicon carbide is a next possible way to effective introduction of
point defects (vacancies) in the crystal. Our method of
diffusion [1-4] was a modification of the surface oxidation. We then assumed that the crystal surface of silicon
carbide is formed vacancy flux of carbon. However, we
recently found a great article of S. C. Singhal on oxidation kinetics of silicon carbide [6].
In this work [6] is described that at temperatures
1100˚C - 1400˚C SiC exhibits two types of oxidation
behavior, “active” and “passive”, depending upon the
ambient oxygen potential. At high oxygen pressures,
“passive” oxidation occurs wherein a protective film of
SiO2(s) is formed on the surface by the reaction:
2SiC(s)  3O 2 (g)  2SiO 2 (s)  2CO(g)

(1)

At low oxygen potentials, severe “active” oxidation
occurs due to the formation of gaseous products according to reactions:
SiC(s)  2SiO2 (s)  3SiO(g)  CO(g)

(2)

SiC(s)  O 2 (g)  SiO(g)  CO(g)

(3)

Active oxidation of SiC occurs only at oxygen pressures lower than ~3·10–4 atm at 1400˚C.
As seen from Equations (2-3) surface oxidation of
silicon carbide in this conditions leads to production flow
of both as Carbon and Silicon vacancies from the surface
into the bulk of the crystal (May be mostly of carbon
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

vacancies). Obviously, the vacancy concentration in this
case can be much higher as compared with the introduction of vacancies by irradiation.

2.2. Distribution of Boron Impurity in Samples
after Low—Temperature Diffusion
The diffusion of Boron in SiC was performed in nonequilibrium conditions in the flow of vacancies from the
surface into volume of crystal using the method described in [1,2]. In this low-temperature diffusion technique, a thin film of borosilicate glass is created on the
surface of a silicon carbide sample. Then sample is annealed in the air. Temperature of diffusion was different
between 1150˚C and 1300˚C.
The distribution of B in the SiC/SiC samples was
measured by spreading current method. In this method,
the samples were polished by diamond paste at a gradient
of 1 - 3 degrees to the surface of the SiC crystal. Then
the distribution of specific resistance along the surface of
the SiC film was measured to obtain the distribution profile of boron, NB(x).
Diffusion in crystals of silicon carbide of various
polytypes was carried out as well. Since diffusion is
stimulated by defects the inhomogeneity of the distribution of impurities and defects in the crystals play an important role. As a result, the surface and depth distribution of impurity in p-area is nonuniform. Figure 1 shows
the distribution of the impurity measured in different
points of the 3C-SiC crystal and distribution of Boron in
4H-SiC.
Estimates have shown that for bulk crystals of silicon
carbide activation energy of diffusion Ea~ 0.9 - 1.2 eV as
was determined in experiments with SiC/SiC heterostructures in [4].

2.3. Some Remarks on Possible Mechanism of
Low-Temperature Diffusion of Boron
In our previous work [4], based on an analysis of literature on diffusion mechanisms in SiC [7-11] has been
assumed that the accelerated diffusion takes place via
mobile (Bc-Vc) associates.
However, according to expressions (2,3) silicon vacancy are also formed on the surface of the crystal. Thus
it can be assumed that the diffusion of impurities goes
via Si and C vacancies at different rates and as described
in [8] with a different solubility in Si and C-sublattices.
To test this hypothesis in samples without the borosilicate glass layer a boron diffusion was performed in
vacuum with low oxygen pressure (as in work [6]). After
diffusion at 1200˚C in SiC crystal the p-type layer was
created. Thus, according to expressions (2,3) a flow of Vc
and VSi vacancies is creates and the stimulated diffusion
occurs. However, in the obtained samples p-region was a
MSA
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Figure 1. (a) Distribution of NB in different points of p-area
of 3C SiC after diffusion in nonequilibrium conditions at
1200˚C; (b) Distribution of NB versus x after diffusion in 4H
SiC crystals in nonequilibrium conditions at 1200˚C.

very inhomogeneous, most of the p-n junctions has almost linear characteristic. Detailed results on diffusion of
SiC in vacuum will be published in the next article after
some additional experiments.
Let us return to our experiments. Since the diffusion
occurs at a constant generation of vacancies at the crystal
surface installs a quasi-steady state in which the vacancy
concentration has maximum value at the surface and
tends to zero at some depth. The diffusion of impurity
occurs only in the area saturated by nonequilibrium vacancies. So the impurity distribution is determined by the
distribution of vacancies. Obviously, in this case, the
diffusion depth weakly depends on the diffusion time.
Consider the distribution of vacancies at generation of
VC and VSi on the surface with a constant rates (It was
assumed that the mechanisms of diffusion in all
polytypes of silicon carbide are similar). Diffusion equations can be write as:
VC
 2VC VC
 DVC

 (VSiC )  GVSiC
t
x 2  VC
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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Here, VC, VSi VSiC concentration of carbon and silicon
vacancies and [VCVSi] divacancies; D diffusion coefficients; (VSiC) —term accounts for decrease in VC, Vsi of
the formation of divacancies [VsiVc]; G—secondary generation of vacancies due to the disintegration of VSiC divacancies. Additionally to main reactions ( VC  VSi  VSiC
and VSiC  VC  VSi ) there are following reactions of
annihilation of vacancies: interaction with impurities and
the formation of impurity-vacancy complexes, annihilation reactions with dislocations, microcracks and other
point and 2D, 3D defects of SiC crystal. These reactions
are varied and their consideration is very complicated.
In the work [12] considering the radiation defect formation in SiGe to account for different mechanisms of
annihilation of point defects (except the main reaction)
introduce parameters  having the dimension of time “effective lifetime”. In our case, as all above mentioned
reactions leads to annihilation of vacancies we also introduce the effective parameters  VSi,C . These parameters
describe the interaction with defects of crystal in diffusion area. Parameters  VSi,C can vary widely, depend
sharply on mechanical (cutting, polishing) and thermal
treatments, which performed on a sample.
Assuming that the formation of divacancies is proportional to the product of vacancy concentration VCVSi ,
and secondary generation is proportional to the concentration of divacancies  VSiC :
VC
 2VC VC
 DVC

 VCVSi   VSiC
t
x 2  VC
VSi
 2VSi VSi
 DVSi

 VCVSi   VSiC
t
x 2  VSi

In the steady state (

VC
VSi
VSiC
 0,
 0,
 0)
t
t
t

DVC

 2VC VC

 VCVSi   VSiC  0
x 2  VC

DVSi

 2VSi VSi

 VCVSi   VSiC  0
x 2  VSi

Assuming that in the near-surface area of sample the
main factor is the formation of divacancies obtain the
following solution for distribution of VSi and VC:
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The analysis shows that the influence of other mechanisms of annihilation of vacancies (taking into account
via  effective lifetime of the vacancies) leads to a
change in the shape of the distribution of vacancies. But
maximal value Vc(o) and Vsi(0) on the surface almost not
changes and depends only from G. If the defect distribution is nonuniform on depth (distribution  also) the
distribution of impurities becomes irregular (not smooth)
as in Figure 1.

2.4. UV Etching of SiC
As can be seen from Figure 1, the distribution of boron
impurities in various locations of the crystal is different.
Amplitude of boron concentration in distribution along
surface is changes. Measurement of the distribution of
specific resistance along the crystal surface shows that
the p-region is inhomogeneous. As a result, only 25% 30% of produced p-n structures have a nonlinear I-V
characteristics, reverse breakdown voltage is low (up to
5Volt). Thus, the value of  inhomogeneously distributed in diffusion area of samples.
As follows from our simplified mechanism the diffusion of impurities strongly modulated by defects in the
surface-damaged layer of SiC samples. In conventional
semiconductors the depth of surface-damaged layer
reaches a 5 - 6 microns and depends from method of
technological processing. In this regard, it is important
to develop a method of etching silicon carbide is not
only to clean the surface, but also to remove the surfacedamaged layer.
Silicon carbide is a chemically stable compound. It is
not etched by conventional acids. They are used just for
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

surface cleaning of SiC. And when it is necessary to removing of SiC layer an ion etching or special types of
etchants are used. For example, the melt of KOH at temperatures 500˚C - 900˚C [13,14] used for etching for the
manufacture of SiC devices. An anodic etching at room
temperature in a solution (HF + C2H5OH + HNO3 ) at the
current density of 20 - 120 mA/cm2 was used for the
manufacture of porous silicon carbide [15,16].
Etching of silicon carbide by liquid metals, for example, Manganese at 1200˚C, was carried out in [17] and by
liquid Aluminum [18].
As it is evident from the literature, this process for
silicon carbide is very time-consuming and complicated,
leading to increased cost of SiC devices. Widely used
now methods of surface sputtering are introduced defects
into a thin surface layer, which in our method of diffusion plays a crucial role. That is why it is important to
develop a new method of etching, which does not introduce defects and provides a smooth surface.
In this section, the etching of silicon carbide in a KOH
solution stimulated by electrical current and UV radiation
at room temperature was investigated. Our objective was
to obtain a mirror-smooth surface of silicon carbide
without the use of high-temperature processes.
Well known it is very difficult to make selective etching using the high-temperature processes. That is why we
tried to do etching of silicon carbide in aqueous KOH
(30% - 50%) at room temperature, stimulating by electrical current and UV radiation.
Since the process occurs at room temperature in a relatively inactive medium for selective etching as a mask
could be used ordinary chemically resistant lacquer or
even masking tape.
Well known [19] at the border of semiconductor—
electrolyte forms a double barrier layer. And application
of the electrical current can make a significant impact in
the electrolytic etching mechanism [15]. The light if it is
generate a surface holes is also can be used for stimulation of etching [20]. As is known, [21] for etching of
semiconductors can play an important role excitation of
surface states, when a surface holes or two-hole state are
created. Time of localization of the hole in the bulk of
crystal is ~ 10–15 seconds and the bonds in crystal do not
manage to break off. On the surface time of localization
of holes considerably higher ~10–14–13 sec. And stimulation by light quanta with energy above the energy bandgap leads to formation surface two-hole states, resulting
to creation of a weak and dangling bonds on the surface.
Thus, ultraviolet light (UV) can induce etching of silicon
carbide.
Initially in our experiments the etching was carried out
at room temperature without active mixing of the solution. For n-type crystals at 300 K a very slow etching of
MSA
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about 0.05 - 0.1 micron/hour is observed. Rate of etching
of SiC crystals with high-resistance p-layer is also slow.
Etched surface is uneven, has a matte color.
Experiments have shown that stimulation by electrical
current does not give positive result: the surface of the
crystal is not uniform and not smooth. Etching highlights
areas with a high resistivity or with non-uniform thickness of the oxide layer. The etching rate reaches 1 micron/hour.
Further experiments showed that under UV illumination of the etching rate also reaches 1 - 2 micron/h (which
is 10 times higher than without light stimulation). UV
stimulated etching with active mixing of solution allowed
to obtain a sufficiently smooth surface of SiC crystal.
The Figure 2 shows photographs of surface of 4H SiC
with 3D defect taken by interference microscope: (a)—
the surface of 4H SiC crystal before etching; (b)—after
etching during 5 - 6 hours (before the diffusion process);
(c)—after secondary etching during 5 hours for formation of mesa-structure. As can be seen from the figures,
the surface remains smooth, despite to double etching
and region with 3D defect becomes much smoother: According evaluation on the base of Figure 2(c) after second etching the roughness height is ~0.4 - 0.6 micron.

p-n junctions prepared on bulk samples with conventional SiC chemical treatment, without UV etching—
group 1) and crystals in which the surface-damaged layer
was removed (with UV etching—group 2).
Group 1: For crystals from group1 - most of p-n junctions (up to 75%) have almost linear I-V characteristics
(as well as in experiments on SiC/SiC and SiC/Si structures [4]). In the samples with non-linear I-V the breakdown voltage was low (up to 5 - 6 Volt), with a coefficient of nonlinearity k = 4 - 10 at 2 volts. (Coefficient of
nonlinearity k is the ratio of the forward and reverse currents for structure). The thermal annealing in vacuum at
500˚C, 700˚C and 900˚C lead to worsening of quality of
p-n junctions and for most samples the IV becomes linear
(Figure 3). In some samples with a linear I-V the nonlinearity is appeared after annealing, but coefficient of
nonlinearity k was very low 2 - 4.
Thus, after low temperature diffusion in samples with
surface-damaged layer the distribution of impurities is
very nonuniform. This distribution is changed under
thermal annealing (T = 500˚C - 900˚C). As a result,
character of IV is also changing. However, the quality
and uniformity of p-type regions is so low that annealing
practically does not improve situation.
Group 2: After removing of surface-damaged layer by
UV etching the low-temperature diffusion of boron in
silicon carbide of various polytypes was conducted. Diameter of p-area was 2 - 3 mm.
Measurement of the distribution along the surface of
the crystals showed the homogeneity of the p-region has
become much better: most of structures have nonlinear
IV characteristics (more 80%), the reverse breakdown
voltage increased up to 30 - 40 Volt, the coefficient of
nonlinearity k was 103 - 106 at 2 Volt. (Figure 4). Annealing at 500˚C - 900˚C not change IV characteristics.
Remind that only 20% - 30% of junctions were a nonlinear and reverse breakdown voltage was up to 5 Volt. As
the average flatness of SiC surface not changed the shape

2.5. Influence of Thermal Annealing on IV
Characteristics of p-n SiC Junctions
Prepared by Low Temperature Diffusion
Since the low temperature diffusion is performed in a
flow of carbon vacancies, the obtained p-SiC layers contain defects. Applicability of this technology is subject to
availability of the efficient ways of removing of defects
in the structures.
In a previous article [4] it was shown that thermal annealing in vacuum (at 500˚C, 700˚C, 900˚C during 10
minutes) allows to reduce concentration of defects in
SiC/SiC structures. The following are comparative data
on the effect of annealing on the I-V characteristics of

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. Photo of surface of 4H SiC with 3D defect taken by interference microscope: (a)—the surface of SiC crystal before
etching; (b)—after etching during 5 - 6 hours (before the diffusion process); (c)—after secondary etching during 5 hours for
formation of mesa-structure.

Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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aqueous solution of KOH is proposed and some experimental data on influence of defects on quality of prepared p-n junctions are presented.
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